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CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Cochin, 30th November 2020

UNITE WITH THE PEASANTRY
IN

THE FIGHT AGAINST ANTI-FARMER AND ANTI-PEOPLE LAWS

Close on the heels of an epic General Strike by the Indian Proletariat on 26th November,
farmers of the nation, from Punjab, Haryana and UP in particular, have begun a massive march
to Delhi, the national capital. In the list of charter, their key demand is to scrap the three
anti-farmer laws and the new Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2020. The same were demanded
with import by the proletariat in the charter of the General Strike too; pointing at the historic
character of the Worker Peasant Alliance that the proletariat is bound to lead.
Almost all the class strata of the peasantry are under fire because of these new legislations that
erase market controls that used to hinder the plying of trade by forces of International Finance
Capital (IFC) and the Monopoly Capitalists (MC) in India. The penetration of MNCs and big
business groups in the form of Foreign Agro-companies is the direct manifestation of this. So,
this consolidation of peasantry is evidently due to the antagonistic contradiction that they
altogether have been thrown into by the State that serves the IFC-MC combine.
Unlike in the old occasions, the tested tactic of indian big bourgeoisie to collude with the
landlords and reactionary upper crust of the peasant strata, the Kuluks/rich peasants , to lure
the middle peasants by appeasements and to coo sweet slogans in the ears of the poor
peasants and agricultural labourers is not working smoothly. So, the proponents of the Modi
regime tried their maximum to tarnish the united peasant movement by calling them pack of
brokers who ply in farm markets, Khalistan terrorists and sectarians from Punjab. All these
malicious attempts failed miserably as farmers from other states such as Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarkhand, Haryana and even from Rajasthan and Maharashtra. It reminisces the glorious
tradition of great martyrs such as Bhagat Singh, Chandrasekhar Azad, Sukhdev, Raj Guru etc.
Two phenomenal changes have damaged the said pied-piper-tactic. Those changes are the
total integration of the market and the abandonment of procurement of essential commodities.
Both affect the people at national scale by depriving livelihood and food security as these are
Famine-making Kisan-assassin laws.
The said phenomenal change has created an epochal advance in the laws of motions of
objective situation. This change has enhanced the Worker Peasant Alliance (WPA). The
sections of rich peasantry that are unwilling to metamorphose into a collaborating force in
service of IFC-MC will be positively churned and added to the possible allies of the WPA
core-class-axis.
So, it has become the historical task of the leadership class that is the proletariat in general and
its conscious political vanguard that constitute the communist and left forces to grasp this
historical change and spearhead responsible action. It alone will save the basic social fabric of
our country that supremely served as the propelling force of the Great Freedom Struggle and of
the sustained Nation-building. This has become the cardinal duty of the proletariat and its
political vanguard because of its pivotal character in saving the republic from the fangs of
Imperialist Globalisation and Communal Fascism.
We call upon the ranks of working class, peasantry, other sections of toiling masses and all the
secular-democratic-patriotic forces to close ranks in active camaraderie with the fighting
peasantry that ploughs history for sowing spring for the fruition of future.
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Scrap the anti-people anti-peasant legislations and The Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2020
Hold ranks and shoulder the tasks of the fighting peasantry
Long live Worker Peasant alliance
Down with Imperialist Globalisation
Down with Communal Fascism
(Signed)
MS Jayakumar
General Secretary

